Utah Small Area Changes Summary

2013 Small Area Changes
In July 2011, the U.S. Post Office carved out a new ZIP Code (84129) from three existing ZIP Codes (84119, 84118, and 84084). This new ZIP code affects the boundaries for Small Area #23 "West Valley East" (84119), Small Area #29 "Kearns" (84118), and Small Area #33.1 "West Jordan (NE)" (84084). Outlined below is a description of the changes and the plan for revising the Utah Small Areas affected. To see a full list of the Utah Small Areas, along with their boundary designations, go to [http://health.utah.gov/opha/IBIShelp/sarea/UtahSmallAreaInfo.pdf](http://health.utah.gov/opha/IBIShelp/sarea/UtahSmallAreaInfo.pdf).

Revisions to Three Existing Utah Small Areas

#29 - Kearns:
Most of the addresses for the new ZIP Code (9,089 addresses) were taken from the existing ZIP Code 84118. ZIP Code 84118 has always been the only ZIP Code included in this Utah Small Area.

**PLAN:**
- Starting with 2012 data, Utah Small Area #29 - Kearns will be changed to version 2 with a new number and name to reflect the new boundary of ZIP Code 84118 - #29.1 – Kearns V2.
- After 2011, there will no longer be a Small Area #29 - Kearns.
- This renamed Small Area is not comparable to the previous designation.

#23 - West Valley (East)
ZIP Code 84119 lost 1,433 addresses. It is the only actual ZIP Code included in this Small Area (although PO Box 84199 has been included since the Utah Small Areas were established more than a decade ago).

**PLAN:**
- Starting with 2012 data, Utah Small Area #23 - West Valley (East) will be changed to #23.1 - West Valley (East) V2 to reflect the new boundary of ZIP Code 84119.
- After 2011, there will no longer be a Small Area #23 - West Valley (East).
- This renamed Small Area is not comparable to the previous designation.

#33.1 – West Jordan (Northeast)
ZIP Code 84084 lost 2,246 addresses. This is the only ZIP Code in the Small Area. The ZIP Code was revised in 2009 when it lost addresses to a new ZIP Code thus requiring the establishment of #33.1 – West Jordan (Northeast) as a new Small Area in 2009.

**PLAN:**
- Starting with 2012 data, Utah Small Area #33.1 – West Jordan (Northeast) will be changed to #33.2 - West Jordan (Northeast) V2 to reflect the new boundary of ZIP Code 84084.
- After 2011, there will no longer be a Small Area #33.1 - West Jordan (Northeast).
- This renamed Small Area is not comparable to the previous designation.

Creation of a New Utah Small Area

#30.1 - Taylorsville (West)
Beginning with 2012 data, ZIP Code 84129 will define this new Utah Small Area.
**Name Change to Another Utah Small Area**

**#30 - Taylorsville**

While the boundary for ZIP Code 84123 has not changed, the newly created Utah Small Area contains the bulk of the Taylorsville municipality.

**PLAN:**
- Starting with 2012 data, Utah Small Area #30 – Taylorsville will be changed to #30 – Taylorsville (East)/Murray (West) which is more descriptive of the geography it represents.
- This is a name change only therefore the data from previous years remains comparable.

**2013 Utah Small Area Change Maps**

The boundaries for three existing ZIP Codes (and related Small Areas) were redrawn as pictured on the maps in Figures 1-3. The color-shaded areas depict ZIP Codes with boundaries outlined in a solid orange line. The Utah Small Area names are in red text. The multi-colored lines depict municipal boundaries for Taylorsville and Murray. Part of Taylorsville is included in ZIP Code 84123, which it shares with Murray. The new ZIP Code is pictured in Figures 2 and 3. It aligns with the municipal boundary for the western part of Taylorsville on the north, south and west. These maps show how the new ZIP Code took pieces from the three existing ZIP Codes.

---

**Figure 1: Utah Small Areas prior to 2012 in relation to ZIP Codes**
2009 Small Area Changes

In 2008 the Post Office carved out a new ZIP Code (84081) from two existing ZIP Codes (84084 and 84088) in Salt Lake County. This change affected the boundaries for Small Area #33 West Jordan North (84084) and Small Area
#34 West Jordan/Copperton (84088, 84006). We had to discontinue Small Areas #33 and #34, and create three new Small Areas in their place.

Beginning with 2009 data, ZIP Code 84084 will define new Small Area #33.1 West Jordan Northeast. ZIP Code 84088 will define new Small Area #34.1 West Jordan Southeast. And new ZIP Code 84081 with old 84006 will define new Small Area #34.2 West Jordan West/Copperton. The new Small Areas in West Jordan are not comparable to the previous designations for 84084, 84088, and 84006. To get more information on Utah Small Area definitions, please go to http://health.utah.gov/ophia/IBIShelp/sarea/UtahSmallAreaInfo.pdf.

Figure 4: Utah Small Areas prior to 2009 by ZIP Code
Figure 5: Utah Small Areas prior to 2009 by ZIP Code, including new ZIP Code

Figure 6: Utah Small Areas after 2009 by ZIP Code